Cyberlitica Launches the First Comprehensive Cyber Survival Kit for Consumer and Commercial Markets

*Cybersecurity Firm Packs in Over 15 Products and Services, Easing Ability to Combat Fraud, Fake News, Credential Stuffing & Information Warfare*

NEW YORK (PRWEB) September 12, 2019 -- Cyberlitica, Inc, a provider of threat intelligence services for the consumer and commercial markets, launched the most compressive suite of products and services available to combat cyber-warfare, credential stuffing and fake news—issues faced by individuals and companies alike.

Given the huge sums being spent to address cyber-attacks and the reputational damage they cause, companies (and consumers) are in search of technologies that go beyond just responding to security breaches; they’re looking for proactive and predictive solutions to avoid such breaches altogether-- to create, maintain, restore or improve their customers’ faith and their market share. “Unfortunately, they’ve met with only limited success,” said Bob Schiff, Cyberlitica’s Founder & CEO. “With all the new products coming to market, consumers and business are receiving confusing and/or mixed messages. They wind up doing nothing, which puts them at an even greater risk,” Schiff said.

Over 15 different products and services are incorporated into Cyberlitica's powerful new Cyber Survival Kit. The kit includes malware analysis, dark web monitoring, breach & attack simulations, cyber awareness training, phishing simulations, a branded cybersecurity video portal, endpoint technology, a password organizer, password analyzer, dark web search engine, breach alerts, newsletters, books, how-to guidebooks and more.

Cybersecurity expert and CEO of Berkeley Varitronics Systems, Scott Schober, said “Cyberlitica’s new Cyber Survival Kit is one of the most innovative cybersecurity products to come to market. Incorporating numerous products into one offering eliminates the need for multiple vendors and piece meal solutions, making the decision to use Cyberlitica an easy one. Companies using Cyberlitica’s Cyber Survival Kit are safer, and minimize the chances of being harmed by potentially devastating data breaches” said Schober.

ABOUT CYBERLITICA
Cyberlitica offers threat intelligence services to employers and organizations of all sizes and across all industries. The company provides a comprehensive suite of cybersecurity products and services to monitor and identifying risk from where it originates…the dark web…by delivering 24x7x365 dark web monitoring and notification services, as well the most cutting edge insights, professional services and customized training solutions that significantly mitigate risk.
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